Is precession electron diffraction kinematical? Part II A practical method to determine the optimum precession angle.
A series of experiments was undertaken to investigate the kinematical nature of precession electron diffraction data and to gauge the optimum precession angle for a particular system. Kinematically forbidden reflections in silicon were used to show how a large precession angle is needed to minimise multi-beam conditions for specific reflections and so reduce the contribution from dynamical diffraction. Small precession angles were shown to be detrimental to the kinematical nature of some low-order reflections. By varying precession angles, precession electron diffraction data for erbium pyrogermanate were used to investigate the effect of dynamical diffraction on the output from structure solution algorithms. A good correlation was noted between the precession angle at which the rate of change of relative intensities is small and the angle at which the recovered structure factor phases matched the theoretical kinematical structure factor phases.